
Collect the
most pairs
to win the 
game!

Turn over a 
Cheeky Cheetah 
and take a pair 
from another 
player!

Quick Start

 

Contents •  40 cards

Jungle Twins

More fun!More fun!

Download a FREE
jungle activity

sheet from our website!

If a you turn over a Cheeky Cheetah card,
shout “Cheeky Cheetah!” and take a pair of 
cards from another player.

The Cheeky Cheetah card is then discarded 
from play.

Cheeky 
Cheetah!

               For FREE printable
        activities including 
     colouring sheets, tasty
   recipes and craft ideas 
 visit ‘Free Activities’ at:  
    www.orchardtoys.com
              /freeactivities

If you turn over
two Cheeky Cheetah
cards, return them
face down to
the table.

Play passes to
the next player.

Two Cheeky Cheetah cards3

Jumble Jungle Jumble Jungle

Try to find
the matching 
pairs.

Shuffle the cards and 
spread them face 
down on the table.

Instructions

For fun activities and to view our full range, visit:
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At Orchard Toys we have been supporting parents 
and children for 50 years with our range of quality, 

educational games and jigsaws.
 

Working with teachers, nursery professionals and 
children, we ensure that every game and jigsaw we 

make enhances learning and development.
 

We pay attention to the little details and keep testing 
until we get it right! This means that when your child 
is playing an Orchard Toys game or piecing together 
one of our jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that 

they are learning whilst having fun!

Setting up the game

The jungle is in a jumble!
Match the pairs of friendly animals in this fun memory game,

but look out for the cheeky cheetahs who will take a pair from you!

Jumble JungleJumble Jungle

Find a pair1 Cheeky Cheetah Cards2

Play continues 
until all the cards 
have been taken 
from the table.

The winner is the 
player with the 
most pairs at the 
end of the game.

The winner4

The youngest player starts.

Turn over two cards from the table.

If the cards match, keep them
and place them in front of you.
Continue to turn over cards, two
at a time, until you are unable to
find a matching pair.

If the cards do not match,
return them face down to
the table.

Play passes to the
next player.


